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Inputs & Caveats

• Not wearing my DUNE hat or using internal DUNE information –
everything I’ve done here could be done by anyone who was given the 
flux files: “DUNE-CDR-like analysis”

• Inputs:
• Time slicing of flux simulation performed by Matt Wetstein using DUNE flux 

files received from Laura Fields
• All other inputs from the public DUNE GLoBES configurations (CDR era):

• arXiv:1606.09550 (2016)
• Smearing matrices and efficiencies from Fast MC
• Energy reconstruction significantly poorer than for modern DUNE analysis
• Efficiencies similar to modern DUNE analysis 
• Simple normalization uncertainties to approximate systematic uncertainty 

• Most potential impact on oscillation sensitivity will come from effects 
not included in this setup
• I will show oscillation sensitivities – GLoBES results demonstrate there is 

additional information in slicing the data this way – but they should not be 
considered a quantitative estimate of impact
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Summary of DUNE Inputs: 
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Summary of Flux Inputs

• Consider 8 flux bins
• 7 bins from paper are 0.2 ns wide
• “Underflow” bin (-1) mixes late 

times from one bunch with early 
times from the next bunch

• Bin -1: -0.78 nsec to -0.3 nsec
• Bin 0: -0.3 ns to -0.1 ns
• Bin 1: -0.1 ns to 0.1 ns
• Bin 2: 0.1 ns to 0.3 ns
• Bin 3: 0.3 ns to 0.5 ns
• Bin 4: 0.5 ns to 0.7 ns
• Bin 5: 0.7 ns to 0.9 ns
• Bin 6: 0.9 ns to 1.1 ns

• Flux slicing prepared by Matt W.
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FIG. 10: The plots on the top row show the relative time-of-arrival of all neutrinos at the far detector for the zero
bunch width and perfect detector timing (left) and 270 ps bunch width and 100 ps detector timing in 200 ps bins
(right). Time cut ranges that produce the fluxes on the bottom row (red, majenta, indigo, blue, light blue, cyan,
teal) are shown as shaded regions in the time-of-arrival plots on the top row. All plots include pile-up a↵ects from
neighboring 531 MHz bunches. The plots on the bottom row show the simulated LBNF neutrino energy distribution
(outer envelope), overlaid with the fluxes corresponding to increasingly later binned time-cuts relative to the bunch
arrival time. The bins are 200 ps wide in both cases. Both plots are in Forward Horn Current mode, as Reverse

Horn Current versions look identical.

arrival times of neutrinos were binned in 200 ps wide
bins. The neutrinos that are contained in these time-bins
are plotted as individual curves in the flux/energy plots
(bottom). The left column shows the ideal case where 531
MHz bunches have zero width and the neutrino detector
has perfect timing resolution on the neutrino arrival time.
The right column shows how both distributions smear
when 270 ps bunch RMS bunches are used and 100 ps
timing resolution is assumed at the detector.

Because the 531 MHZ bunches are separated by only
1.88 ns, high energy neutrinos that arrive early relative to
the proton bunch will leak into the low energy neutrino
time-bins. Energy discrimination is still possible; how-
ever, this “pile-up” e↵ect adds additional degradation of
energy discrimination at the low neutrino energies. With
a zero RMS bunch width proton bunch, 1.27% of neu-
trinos overlap with neutrinos from the following bunch.
With the 270 ps RMS proton bunches and 100 ps detec-
tor timing resolution, 3.0% of neutrinos from the previ-
ous bunch are overlapping with 3� of the neutrinos in the

next bunch.
Even with smearing e↵ects from finite timing resolu-

tion and the structure of the bunches, it is possible to use
timing cuts to select a subset of the flux peaked in the en-
ergy range of the LBNF second oscillation maximum [31]
and to suppress backgrounds from higher energy neutri-
nos such as neutral current resonant pion events [32].
Studying the time evolution of the flux may also open

the possibility of studying changes in the flavor, sign, or
parent hadron composition of the beam in time. The top
row of figure 11 shows the neutrino flavor composition as
a function of neutrino arrival time relative to the proton
bunch. Smearing is applied using 270 ps bunch widths
and 100 ps detector resolution. The parent hadron and
flavor contributions are shown in the lower two rows nor-
malized to the primary parent or flavor (⇡+ and ⌫µ re-
spectively).
The results in this section were derived for the far de-

tector but apply equally to the near detector. For the
near detector the stroboscopic approach can be applied
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FIG. 10: The plots on the top row show the relative time-of-arrival of all neutrinos at the far detector for the zero
bunch width and perfect detector timing (left) and 270 ps bunch width and 100 ps detector timing in 200 ps bins
(right). Time cut ranges that produce the fluxes on the bottom row (red, majenta, indigo, blue, light blue, cyan,
teal) are shown as shaded regions in the time-of-arrival plots on the top row. All plots include pile-up a↵ects from
neighboring 531 MHz bunches. The plots on the bottom row show the simulated LBNF neutrino energy distribution
(outer envelope), overlaid with the fluxes corresponding to increasingly later binned time-cuts relative to the bunch
arrival time. The bins are 200 ps wide in both cases. Both plots are in Forward Horn Current mode, as Reverse

Horn Current versions look identical.
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timing resolution is assumed at the detector.
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Oscillation probability and 
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Comments on Systematic 
Uncertainty & CPV Sensitivity

• See talk from C. Marshall earlier today for discussion of systematic 
uncertainty in DUNE’s long-baseline analysis
• GLoBES setup I’m using here doesn’t explicitly consider any of these effects
• Normalization systematics used in this GLoBES setup yield sensitivities similar 

to the full suite of systematics, but capture none of the shape effects or 
impact of “unknown unknowns”

• Primary expected benefit of splitting the samples into time bins is to
provide additional handles on systematics
• Do not expect a large effect on CPV sensitivity with this GLobES setup

• Studying and quantifying the impact on systematics is quite difficult 
and CPU/labor intensive
• Full suite of systematics considered by DUNE leads to fits with many 

parameters
• Impact is underestimated in the case of a “perfect model” (ie: same model 

used to generate and fit data)
• Mock data studies in which the generating model is adjusted in some way has 

been valuable in evaluating impacts of additional constraints, but one must 
be clever in constructing the mock data
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CPV Sensitivity

• Small improvement relative
to the nominal fit observed –
sanity check demonstration 
that there is additional
information available in the 
time-sliced samples

• Can not draw conclusions
about impact of time slicing 
on systematics from this 
study

• Bulk of sensitivity comes 
from slices that have similar 
spectra (0-3)
• Suggests some optimization of 

slicing may be possible 
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Summary

• Simple GLoBES studies have been performed using time-
sliced fluxes
• Suggest possible optimization of slicing
• Demonstrate that time slices do have different FD appearance 

spectra, such that additional information is available using this 
technique

• I am happy to help anyone get set up to perform further GLoBES
studies

• Quantifying impact on sensitivity is hard and will require 
DUNE LBL analysis with full suite of systematics and clever 
use of mock data
• DUNE LBL group is becoming expert in these kind of studies
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